Experiences with the daily use of medications among chronic hepatitis C patients.
Subjective experiences with medication use are individual experiences that can impact health outcomes by contributing to problems related to such use. The aim of the present study was to understand the experiences of chronic hepatitis C patients who were taking chronic medications, based on the phenomenology proposed by Merleau-Ponty and connection among this experience with the essential structures of the experience. Data were gathered from interviews conducted with ten individuals taking long-term medications at the Viral Hepatitis Outpatient Clinic of the Alfa Gastroenterology Institute of the Hospital das Clínicas, Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil. The content of field diaries kept during the interviews were also used. Thematic analysis was employed, enabling the identification of the ways in which individuals experienced their medication routines, which were then reorganized to encompass the essential structures of the experience. The researchers identified four ways patients experience daily medication use, all anchored in corporeality: resolution, adversity, ambiguity, and irrelevance. The first three were based on the perspective that daily medication use is more than a mere mechanical action, involving changes in the phenomenal body, relieving, eliminating or causing symptoms in the physical body, normalizing life and symbolizing the disease. The present study allowed the researchers to infer that the same individual can even simultaneously experience daily medication use in different ways, depending on the disease and the medication in question. It also allowed for the understanding of the cyclical nature of experience with daily medication use, being that the introduction of a new medication can give rise to a new experience. The results point to the complexity of this experience, which requires formal education and places health professionals as responsible for this aspect of care.